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تحليل الخطاب من 5 الى 8 الكويز:
جرح سيهات تم إنشاءه بواسطة:

1) The term “real Indian” is, of course,an ......... term.”
- identity
- insiders
- notion

2) Wieder and Pra?’s work will also make clear how the identities (the whos) we take on are ........negotiated in actual
contexts of practice
- recognizable
- recognize
- flexibly

3) an “insiders’ term.” The fact that it is used by some Native Americans in enacting their own identity work ......
license non- Native Americans to use the term
- does not
- allow
- never

4) eople with such (.........) ties can fail to get recognized as a “real Indian,”
- mixed kinship
- biological

5) people of ......... can be so recognized
- mixed kinship
- biological

6) -a-“real-Indian” is not something that one can do all by oneself...............................
- recognition and being recognized
- doing being-and-becoming

7) Being a “real Indian” also requires appropriate accompanying
- props, times, places
- times, places
- props, times
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8) There are a multitude of ways one can do being-and-becoming-a-“real-Indian.” Some of these are (following
Wieder and Pra? 1990a):
- Real Indians” prefer to avoid conversaEon with strangers, NaEve American or otherwise
- They cannot be related to one another as “mere acquaintances,” as some “non-Indians”
- A&b

9) form of verbal sparring. By correctly responding to and correctly engaging in this sparring, which “Indians” call
- Indians
- razzing
- props

10) The key to Discourses is
- recognition
- interaction
- symbols

11) People engage in such work when they try to make visible to others (and to themselves, as well) who they are and
what they are doing
- recognition symbols
- recognition value
- recognition work

12) Social languages are what we .....and what we ......
- study & speak
- learn & speak
- learn & study

13) two different sorts of grammars are important to social languages
- tudy formally in school. One grammar is the traditional set of units like nouns, verbs, inflections, phrases and
clauses
- a&c
- less studied, but more important – grammar is the “rules” by which grammatical units like nouns and verbs, phrases
and clauses, are used to create patterns which signal or “index” characteristic whos-doing-whatswithin- Discourses

14) In the story for different social languages a character named ..... wants to get across a river to see her true love
- Abigail
- Roger
- Gregory
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15) her true love name
- Gregory
- Abigail
- Roger

16) A river boat captain name
- Gregory
- Roger
- jr7

17) all of us master and control more than one social language
- True
- False

18) three non-verbal things
- controversy
- values and ways of thinking
- symbolic
- all
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